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Fiscal Stimulus in a Monetary Union: Evidence
from Eurozone Regions

Maria Coelho∗

Abstract

This paper contributes to the open economy local fiscal multiplier literature
by estimating regional output and employment responses to federal expendi-
ture shocks in the European Union. In particular, similarly to the literature on
foreign aid and growth, I use shocks to the supply of federal transfers (European
Commission commitments) of structural fund spending by subnational region
as instruments for annual realized expenditure in a panel from 2000-2013. I
find a large, contemporaneous multiplier of 1.7 which translates into a cumu-
lative multiplier of 4 three years after the shock. Furthermore, using a novel
dataset on bilateral trade between EU regions, I find evidence of demand-driven
spillovers up to three years after a shock.
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for kindly sharing the underlying data, without which this project would not have been possible. I
acknowledge financial support from Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia and the Robert D. Burch
Center for Tax Policy and Public Finance. All remaining errors are my own.
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1 Introduction

Divergent estimates of government spending multipliers (Giavazzi and Pagano
(1990); Ramey (2011); Blanchard and Perotti (2002); Fatas and Mihov (2001); Hall
(2009)), have historically resulted in large part from i) the difficulty in finding pre-
cisely measured exogenous changes in government spending, and ii) disentangling
the contemporaneous effects of confounding variables such as tax increases or tighter
monetary policy. Recent contributions to this literature have tried to circumvent
some of these traditional obstacles by focusing either on estimating state-dependent
multipliers (Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2013)), or on government spend-
ing at lower levels of aggregation, using shocks to subnational spending in the US
(Chodorow-Reich et al. (2012); Nakamura and Steinsson (2014)) and Japan (Bruck-
ner and Tuladhar (2011)). This paper fits in the latter line of literature by extending
the estimation of the open economy relative multiplier à la Nakamura and Steinsson
(2014) to the European Union1. I do so in particular by using shocks to the supply
of federal transfers to EU subnational regions as instruments of exogenous changes
in local government spending.

There is also a growing parallel literature that has attempted to measure the ef-
fect of European structural and cohesion funds on regional growth and employment
(Mohl and Hagen (2011, 2010); Becker et al. (2010, 2012, 2013)) and more broadly
to assess the welfare gains from a redistributive fiscal union in Europe (Bargain et
al. (2013); Economides et al. (2016)). Sala-i-Martin (1996) initiated the debate by
finding no evidence of improved growth or convergence in EU regions by looking
at the combined Structural Funds Programme. However, thereafter most empirical
findings have lent support to an average positive impact of spending on per capita
GDP growth (Beugelsdijk and Eijffinger (2005); Ederveen et al. (2006); Becker et al.
(2010); Mohl and Hagen (2011)), alongside inconclusive employment effects. More-

1A priori, one could expect these multipliers to be different in the US and Europe due to non-
trivial differences in institutional constraints and characteristics of financial services, goods markets
and labor mobility, for example.
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over, the effects are often heterogeneous across funding categories and regions (Mohl
and Hagen (2011); Becker et al. (2012, 2013); Mohl and Hagen (2010)), as are the
magnitudes and even signs of the corresponding multipliers. Nonetheless, this liter-
ature has remained largely at the margin of the existing fiscal multiplier literature
in the US. This paper bridges the two sets of research, by explicitly considering fis-
cal multipliers across different states in the context of regional structural transfers
in Europe. Furthermore, this paper distinguishes itself methodologically from the
latter strand of papers by using an instrumental variable approach to identify ex-
ogenous (government) supply-driven shocks to federal transfers. Becker et al. (2010)
explore a regression discontinuity design within a binary treatment framework to
estimate the impact of receiving structural funds aggregated by programming period
for 1994-99 and 2000-06 at the NUTS 32 level (more disaggregated than the level
used in this paper), while Becker et al. (2013) estimate dose-response functions (to
treatment intensity) through generalized propensity scores using the same underlying
data. Notably, the latter paper is able to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects
across regions (rather than just a local average treatment effect at the threshold).
For comparison, I also replicate the regression discontinuity strategy in Becker et al.
(2010) using my preferred instrumented treatment variable in section C. However,
both strategies miss time-variant information, which is captured in Mohl and Hagen
(2011), as well as in the panel IV estimates which constitute the core contribution of
this paper. Finally, to the best of my knowledge, no other paper has yet used data
from the recent financial and sovereign crisis period 2007-13 - a period for which
understanding the response of regional macroeconomic outcomes to fiscal stimulus is
particularly valuable, but also bound to exhibit exceptional characteristics.I find an
average 1.72 contemporaneous open economy relative multiplier on output growth3

2NUTS stands for Nomenclature des Unités Territoriales Statistiques used by Eurostat. At
their most aggregated level (NUTS 1) they roughly correspond to Germany’s Bundesländer with an
approximate minimum of 3 million people; NUTS 2 range between 800,000 and 3 million people, with
NUTS 3 comprising the smallest of the aggregates, equivalent to French Départements. Currently
there are a total of 97 regions at NUTS 1, 271 regions at NUTS 2 and 1303 regions at NUTS 3
level.

3 After adjusting the estimated coefficients of interest for co-financing of 40% on average by
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for the poorest regions4, larger than those previously identified in the literature.
Three years after the shock, I find a cumulative muliplier of 4.04. In addition, this
large effect is fully explained by increased compensation of currently employed work-
ers. In line with the findings of Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012), my estimates
suggest output multipliers were larger post-2006. Finally, with the exception of two
and three-year horizons post-2006, I find no significant effects on unemployment.

The results of this paper are particularly pertinant from a policy perspective
to understand the potential impact of large public investment programs aimed at
stimulating specific incipient economic sectors (such as renewable energy), the re-
structuring of exisiting economic activity with the collaboration of private investors
to improve regional productivity (such as small and medium enterprise support and
R&D), or infrastructure development. In the first half of 2015, the European Com-
mission and the European Investment Bank have established a European Fund for
Strategic Investments (EFSI), an initial €21 billion fund over a three-year period
intended to garner €315 billion in additional private capital by addressing perceived
existing market failures that hamper private investment in Europe (European Com-
mission (2015)). If successful in this premise, the overall size of the program would
be larger per annum than the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
The rationale underpining this type of program is that by passing some of the project
risk onto public institutions (effectively partially insuring idiosyncratic risky returns),
public capital injections can attract private investors to projects that would otherwise
not have access to credit. However, the extraordinarily high private-public leverage
ratio of 15 to 1 has drawn ongoing skepticism. Since the focus areas for the EFSI
overlap closely with those of the European Structural Funds Programme explored in
this paper, the results presented here have direct applications for the evaluation and
implementation of similar large-scale public investment and stimulus programs.

private entities and local/national governments.

4Those under Objective 1 of the Cohesion Policy.
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Finally, in section 5 I find that due to the small open economy nature of these
regions within a fixed exchange rate regime, a significant portion of the estimated
multipliers are in fact due to fiscal shocks elsewhere. This result is consistent with
the findings of Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2013) at the cross-country level, as well
as with several recent studies observing that coordinated contractionary fiscal policy
across closely integrated countries (such as within the Eurozone) could in fact be self-
defeating even in models in which a unilateral contraction was expansionary, due to
offsetting current account spillovers between regions (Holland and Portes (2012)).

2 Background and Data: European Regional Con-

vergence Funds

In order to promote economic and social cohesion in the European Union, more
than 35% of the Union’s budget is transferred to the less-favored regions. These
include regions lagging behind in development, undergoing restructuring or facing
specific geographical, economic or social problems. There are three mutually exclu-
sive schemes under this programme: Objective 1 or Convergence Objective, aimed
at the development and structural adjustment of the poorest regions in Europe; Ob-
jective 2 (now Regional Competitiveness and Employment objective) is intended to
assist in the socio-economic convergence of declining industrial regions and rural ar-
eas; and Objective 3 (now European Territorial Cooperation objective) supports the
modernization of education, training and employment policies in regions not covered
by Objective 1. (European Commission (2010)) In this paper, I focus exclusively on
regions covered under Objective 1 and 2 transfers. Combined, they account for the
lion’s share5 of expenditures under the Structural Funds Programme. NUTS 2 level
regions are eligible to receive Objective 1/Convergence funds if their average GDP
per capita in purchasing power parity terms (PPP) in the preceding years falls at or
below 75% of the EU-wide average. The funds involved in these programs are sub-

5Close to 88% in the 2000-06 programming period, and 97% in the 2007-13 period.
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stantial. The budget for the EU Cohesion Policy is roughly one third of the total EU
budget, €347.41bn for the planning period 2007–2013. In the same period, the Con-
vergence objective alone amasses a total of €264bn. Furthermore, by the principle of
additionality6, EU assistance is required to be additional to national funding and not
to replace it - member states must maintain their own public expenditure at least at
the level it was at in the preceding period. Hence, a priori, the effect of these funds
should be felt directly through program expenditures rather than through availability
of additional fiscal reserves for the national states. In terms of policy areas, most of
the operational programs utilizing these funds consist of public investment in infras-
tructure and purchases of goods and services/subsidies/credit to private enterprises
in fields such as environment and competitiveness (R&D, communication).

In practice, the physical movement of funds from the Union to the member states
is done through reimbursement of certified expenditures to the final beneficiaries
(which can be either public or private bodies). Most ERDF/CF assistance is granted
in the form of non-repayable grants or "direct aid", and to a lesser degree refund-
able aid, interest-rate subsidies, guarantees, equity participation, and participation
in venture capital. The timeline of transfers involves first a commitment of a given
amount of funds to a NUTS 2 region during a programming period; this constitutes
an upper bound on the actual amount eventually received by regions, and unofficial
guidance figures for commitments are also used by the European Commission (EC)
in addition to the binding total programming period commitments. Total commit-
ment allocation by member state gets decided mainly on the basis of actual need for
convergence funds several years prior to implementation (i.e., lower income states
get proportionally higher funds), but also on the basis of negotiations between mem-
ber states at the European Council and European Commission preceding each 6-7
year program (Heijman and Koch (2011)). Hence, I can reasonably treat them as
being exogenous to contemporaneous changes in regional economic variables. Af-
ter these commitments are announced, local public authorities and private agents

6Whether this principle is actually binding is debatable. There is plausible reason to believe in
fact some of these transfers are substituting, rather than adding to, local public spending.
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(firms or individuals) can submit project proposals to benefit from a share of these
commitments. These proposals are reviewed and accepted/rejected by the European
Commission, upon which project selections are made - these are project specific ceil-
ings on fund transfers. Finally, up to the allowed project selection amount, project
managers (individuals, firms or local public authorities who proposed them) will typ-
ically be reimbursed for realized expenditures after they are incurred. The last two
steps in the transfer process are thus driven by aggregate demand conditions, and
thus likely respond endogenously to regional business cycle conditions. Orthogonally
to business cycle fluctuations, a surprisingly large percentage of committed funds are
left on the table every programming period (as much as 50% in some regions) - a
reflection of low absorptive capacity (Becker et al. (2012)) -, which also weakens the
link between original commitment allocations and final expenditures reimbursed.

In addition, the funds allocated to each project almost always require some degree
of co-financing by either national/local authorities or private agents. For example,
the expansion of the port of Augusta (Italy) channelled a €119.5m total investment,
out of which 29.9% was financed by the European Regional Development Fund; in
turn, the conversion of an industrial site in Caceres (Spain) into a green community
space and small enterprise workspace represented a €5.5m investment, out of which
75% was financed by the EU. Thus, access to non-EU forms of funding is a necessary
condition for the implementation of these projects and associated transfers. This
factor may influence the magnitude of the fiscal multiplier - directly, in that the fed-
eral expenditure “shock” used in the multiplier estimation must be adjusted upwards
to reflect the true extent of any project-related expenditures, but also indirectly, in
that regions undergoing a contraction in financial intermediation services may have
asymmetric difficulty in successfully applying for or completing projects, and their
influence in regional business cycle dynamics may be curtailed due to a financial
accelerator effect (Bernanke et al. (1999)).

I use data on total amount of funds committed to and spent in NUTS 2 regions for
each year of programming periods 2000-06 and 2007-137. The data was generously

7There are printed sources for annual regional commitments and expenditures 1994-99, which
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provided by the Directorate General for Regional Policy of the European Commis-
sion. Importantly, while data on commitments by region was available on an annual
basis over 2000-2013, data on expenditures at a NUTS 2 level was only available
by programming period total. Therefore, I imputed annual expenditure amounts by
NUTS 2 by assuming that the year-on-year evolution of regional expenditure follows
the same pattern (in percentage terms) as the evolution at the national level. In other
words, within a 6 year programming period (PP), if 20% of the total corresponding
expenditure at the national level occurred in year 1 of the PP, then I input 20% of
the total PP expenditure in a given region in that country to year 1, and so forth for
every region and year. In addition, since expenditures relating to projects selected
during the 2000-06 PP carry on well into the 2007-13 period, during the latter years
I use not only actual annual EC commitments for the respective year in the 2007-13
PP as instruments, but also a counterfactual “remaining commitment” from 2000-
06, which I construct by subtracting the sum of all realized expenditures until 2006
from the overall PP commitment, and geometrically reducing the net amount until
2013. Years from 2007 onwards thus use a “combined” two-part instrument, although
I treat it as a single instrument in all estimates below. Hence, the key sources of
variation in expenditure I am using in this paper are both the cross-section of NUTS
2 regions within each programming period, and annual changes across countries. In
contrast, my core instrument (commitment) varies both at the cross-sectional and
time series levels. Though there exist data on total expenditures for the 2000-06 pro-
gramming period by NUTS 3 region8, the lack of any comparable data for 2007-13
prevents us from using this level of disaggregation (which would have quadrupled the
sample size). Furthermore, since commitments are determined at the NUTS 2 and
not NUTS 3 level, my first stage IV strategy is naturally constrained to variation
across NUTS 2 regions and over time. Data on GDP components, population, un-
employment rates and business structural indicators is taken entirely from Eurostat.
Figure 1 depicts the geographic incidence of these funds over two years in the sample,

can be used to expand the current database going back 5 years. TBC
8Sweco ex-post consulting report to the European Commission
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and Table ??tabsummary summarizes mean descriptive statistics by country. It is
immediately apparent that structural funds are highly concentrated in “periphery”
regions of the European Union, but even within these there is considerable variation
in their proportion to local GDP over time. Note despite many regions receiving
a relatively small share of funds, all regions receive a strictly positive amount from
either Objective 1 or 2.

3 Fiscal shock identification strategy

As described in the previous section, due to the demand-driven nature of EU
structural funds, annual fund expenditure across regions (or annual changes in this
variable) is not an exogenous measure of a shock to regional fiscal policy. However,
it is still our key variable of interest, in the sense that (excluding anticipatory ef-
fects) in theory shocks to federal transfers should affect regional outcomes once they
are actually realized. In this paper, I propose using the original EC fund commit-
ments as instruments for the actual expenditure realized. The former are highly
predictive of ultimate expenditures, but are exogenously determined with respect to
contemporaneous business cycle conditions, satisfying one of the critical identification
assumptions for the estimation of fiscal multipliers mentioned in the introduction.
This instrumentation is the most significant methodological difference between this
paper and the most recent contributions to the structural funds impact evaluation
literature (Mohl and Hagen (2011); Becker et al. (2010)). Using actual payments
to regions as the explanatory variable without correcting (as suggested by this pa-
per) for endogeneity with respect to regional business cycle conditions can lead to
ambiguous biases in multiplier estimates. On the one hand, it could lead to an up-
ward bias in the spending multiplier if an expansion in GDP is positively correlated
with a rise in aggregate demand that boosts applications for EU co-funded projects.
On the other hand, it could also lead to downward bias if there is substitutability
between private/local public financing sources and European funds, such that more
financing-constrained firms in recessions would need European funds more than dur-
ing expansionary periods, and as such absorb a greater share of available commit-
ments on the table. Finally, instrumenting for expenditures using commitments also

9



allows us to attenuate some of the measurement error present in the construction of
our annual expenditure series, given the data on commitments by year and region is
more accurately collected than ultimate expenditures (whose reporting and verifica-
tion is typically under the responsibility of different national and local authorities,
often with little accountability towards the European Commission).

Furthermore, although I do not deal exclusively with regions within the Euro-
zone, I argue that I am able to maintain monetary policy and nominal interest rates
constant, since the vast majority of other EU members in my sample have domestic
currencies closely pegged to the Euro throughout the estimation period9, and most
are scheduled to join the currency union in the near future (so I can expect their
monetary policy to be aligned with the ECB’s). As shown in several tables below,
restricting our attention to Eurozone-only countries does not alter any of the results
presented here. Moreover, while tax policy is not common across all regions, this
variable should not be confounding in the traditional sense since EU funds are agreed
ex-ante for 6-7 year plans, and the corresponding revenues needed to support them
are pre-arranged during supranational negotiations years before the actual spending
comes into effect at the regional level. Furthermore, member state contributions to
the EU budget serve several other budgetary allocations beyond regional convergence
(including agricultural subsidies, administrative expenses, etc), so their original in-
cidence should also not be directly associated with ERDF disbursements.

Similarly to Nakamura and Steinsson (2014), I use Gt−Gt−1

Yt−1
as my main explana-

tory variable capturing the fiscal shock10. This facilitates the direct interpretation of
both the panel estimation coefficient and the regression discontinuity local average
treatment effect as multipliers.

4 Panel Instrumental Variables Estimation

In the core section of this paper, I replicate Nakamura and Steinsson (2014) in a
two-step instrumental variable dynamic panel estimation setup, where as previously

9With the exception of the United Kingdom.
10Note that Nakamura and Steinsson (2014) use a two-year cumulative shock, rather than annual.
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mentioned, I use changes in annual commitments to EU regions as instruments for
changes in annual expenditures in those regions associated with EU structural funds
transfers:

Yi,t+h − Yi,t−1

Yi,t−1

= αj,h + γt,h + βh
̂Gi,t −Gi,t−1

Yi,t−1

+ δhXi + ρh
Yi,t−1 − Yi,t−2

Yi,t−2

+ εi,h

where Yi,t+h is the outcome variable (i.e., real GDP per capita growth, change
in the unemployment rate) at horizon h = 0, 1, 2, 3 and changes in expenditureŝGi,t −Gi,t−1 are instrumented using commitments {Ci,t, Ci,t−1} according to the fol-
lowing first stage

∆Gi,t ≡ Gi,t −Gi,t−1 = λj + υt + θi,tCi,t + θi,t−1Ci,t−1 + µXi + ζi

Instrumenting for changes in expenditures using contemporaneous and lagged levels
(rather than the change) of commitments enables more flexible weighting on each
component of the change11, and is supported by stronger first stage relevance. I
define the key government spending shock variable as ∆Gi,t in the baseline specifi-
cation for comparability with the fiscal multiplier literature using domestic US data
(Hall (2009); Serrato and Wingender (forthcoming); Chodorow-Reich et al. (2012);
Nakamura and Steinsson (2014)), which commonly defines spending shocks as first
(or second) differences due to the persistence of government spending levels. In
contrast, existing literature studying the impact of European structural funds using
dynamic panel data models typically uses levels of funds (either lagged or contem-
poraneous) as the key explanatory variable of interest (Ederveen et al. (2006); Mohl
and Hagen (2010, 2011)). This choice is also common in the literature examining
the effects of foreign aid on developing countries (Clemens et al. (2004)). In order
to bridge these two strands of literature, in Table 10 I run the same set of core
regressions using Gi,t

Yi,t−1
as the key explanatory variable of interest. However, since

11Instrumenting for ∆Gi,t using net Ci,t − Ci,t−1 implicitly imposes an equal weight on
Ci,t and Ci,t−1.
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Gi,t has high serial correlation within each region, I add lags
∑L

s=1Gi,t−s, where L
corresponds to the measured order of autocorrelation, in order to capture otherwise
omitted variable effects of previous lags in spending on current output growth.

Due to my imputation of annual changes in expenditures from the national to the
regional level, I cannot use region-specific fixed effects12. To compensate for this, I
use both country fixed effects (αj,λj), and values of region-specific control variables
Xi (average years of education, share of employment in manufacturing/industry, and
share of employment in the public sector) at the beginning of the sample period13.
I also include year fixed effects (γt, νt). Maximizing likelihood of fit according to
BIC, I include only one lag of the outcome variable on the right-hand side. Regional
GDP components and federal transfers are deflated using annual national inflation.
Standard errors are clustered at the regional level14. I also exclude a few outlier GDP
growth region-year observations15. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between key
first stage variables for Objective 1 regions in a representative year. There is a strong
linear positive correlation between committed and ultimately contemporaneously
spent funds, with the lack of full absorption of commitment ceilings evident from
the fact that most observations sit below the 45 degree line. Exceptions at the lower
end of the spectrum where expenditures in a given year surpass the Commission’s
annual commitment (such as GR3, the NUTS 2 region corresponding to Athens)
are usually the consequence of carry-over commitments from previous years (i.e.,
projects formerly approved with expenditures incurred with a lag).

12Doing so would eliminate most of the cross-sectional variation between NUTS 2 regions, since
these only vary by programming period and not by year, except insofar as their home state pattern
also changes.

13Their values in 2000.
14Unfortunately, given the short span of our time series, I cannot use Driscoll-Kraay HAC stan-

dard errors; for consistency, these need T > 20− 25.
15In particular, I exclude EE 2009/2011, LT 2009/2010, as well as SE33 2010 (abnormally sharp

growth/recession and very low transfers change), and ES61 2010 (abnormally large increase in
transfers); UKF1 (2009/2010/2011), and NL11 2008.
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4.1 Analysis of results

In the core specifications, I find large positive statistically significant output mul-
tipliers. In addition, results seem to be persistent over time16. Within Objective
1 regions, estimates are of larger magnitude and significance post-2006 (Table 2).
Across the board, Objective 1 regions exhibit a large multiplier, slightly more so
outside of the EU-1217 (see Table 4). In theory, regions outside of the EU-12 could
be at a developmental disadvantage compared to older member states, ridden with
institutional characteristics that would jeopardize their efficient absorption of the
federal funds into the local economy, as some studies have suggested fiscal multi-
pliers to be substantially smaller in developing countries than in industrialized ones
(Ilzetzki et al. (2013)); notwithstanding, my results do not seem to corroborate such
a hypothesis. Overall, the estimated open economy relative multipliers are larger
than most of those found by the literature, as well as more immediate (Mohl and
Hagen (2010) only find effects with a 4-year lag, for instance). Part of the explana-
tion for the magnitude of the multipliers found has to do with the fact that due to
co-funding in the order of 40% by local authorities or private agents, I am effectively
underestimating the explanatory fiscal shock (and thus inflating the true multiplier).
Adjusting for this matching requirement, the contemporaneous expenditure multi-
plier is 1.7 in the main specification for Objective 1 regions, and cummulatively 4
over the course of three years. Moreover, as an open economy relative multiplier, it
encompasses spillover effects from shocks to nearby regions, as well as regions eco-
nomically closely linked. I deal with the estimation of spillovers in more detail in
section 5.

In addition, in line with both Mohl and Hagen (2011) and Becker et al. (2010),
I do not observe a statistically significant effect on unemployment in most specifica-
tions. A noteworthy exception to this are large and significant negative multipliers on
unemployment in Objective 1 regions post-2006. A combination of liberalizing labor

16Rather than hump-shaped as in Blanchard and Perotti (2002).
17The original Eurozone member states.
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market reforms in countries affected by sovereign rescue plans (making it cheaper
to both fire and hire workers temporarily) and the slackness of the labor market
post-2010 may have contributed to this effect. One possible explanation for the
large but isolated negative contemporaneous unemployment effect for Objective 2
regions (Table 6) could be that short-duration retraining programmes (more com-
monly encompassed under Objective 2) temporarily reduce reported unemployment.
Florio and Moretti (2014) also suggest there may be significant heterogeneity across
industries underlying aggregate estimates such as the ones presented in this paper.

Moreover, I find non-significant effects of transfers on output growth for objec-
tive 2 regions (Table 3). Mohl and Hagen (2010) find negative effects for Objective
2 funds on GDP (looking exclusively at EU-15). Out of the reasons proposed by the
authors for those findings, the one most consistent with my findings is the existence
of some crowding out of local public investment. In particular, I cannot reject the
hypothesis that structural funds are being used to indirectly reduce public deficits,
nor of crowding out of private investment itself. Furthermore, diversion of private
investment and government spending to cross-border projects where growth stimulus
is going to be counted in neighboring regions may be more pronounced if Objective
2 regions are more open to trade than Objective 1 regions, causing them to ceteris
paribus lose in spillovers (Ilzetzki et al. (2013)), since conditional on fixed exchange
rates, in theory greater trade openness leads to smaller measured multipliers (Naka-
mura and Steinsson (2014)); this is plausible since most of the negatively affected
regions are relatively more central geographically.

Furthermore, across almost all specifications with output growth, investment and
wages as the dependent variable, I find evidence of mean-reversion. This is however
not the case for regressions with unemployment change as the dependent variable -
which attests to the presence of hysteresis. Negative autoregressive coefficients, es-
pecially at short lags, are consistent both with greater measurement error in regional
economic series, and with frequent asymmetric shocks and higher specialization at
the regional level, corroborated by the literature on regional business cycles in Europe
(De Grauwe and Vanhaverbeke (1991)). Furthermore, it is also consistent with the
downward bias of fixed effect estimation of a dynamic panel model (Nickell (1981)).
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Excluding this lagged outcome variable from our estimations does not affect the key
multiplier results.

Finally, I run a series of robustness tests of the results from the baseline spec-
ification. The first column of Table 2 regresses Yi,t+1−Yi,t−2

Yi,t−2
on ̂Gi,t−Gi,t−1

Yi,t−1
(in words,

the first-lag of the dependent variable on the federal expenditure shock at time t),
in order to capture any measurable anticipation effects. Given the significant de-
gree of autocorrelation of the outcome variable series, it is theoretically possible that
anticipatory effects could partially explain the high multipliers I find in the base-
line results, thereby reducing their contemporaneous magnitude. This possibility is
consistent with the persistent and potentially predictable magnitude of these trans-
fer programs in practice, which could induce private firms, households, and local
governments to expand their investment and consumption patters in anticipation of
future funds, thereby increasing contemporaneous and future growth rates. However,
as shown in column 1 of Table 2, I find no evidence that is the case. Econometri-
cally, this result also mitigates the concern that my definition of a right-hand side
variable “shock” as the year-on-year change in expenditures to GDP might not be
a true “shock” in the sense of being exogenous and not anticipated by economic
agents. In addition, Tables 10, 11, and 12 provide estimates over the core sample
and specifiication using alternative measures of either the regressor of interest, the
dependent variable, or standard errors. Table 10 replicates the baseline estimation
for Objective 1 regions using actual expenditure levels instead of changes as the key
shock of interest. There are non-trivial differences in the results. In particular, while
the multiplier for the entire sample period is in fact positive and even larger than
that found using changes as a measure of fiscal shock, it is not statistically signif-
icant in post-2006 years. A possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the
relatively poor macroeconomic performance of regions in sovereign-debt crisis ridden
countries post-2008, which were also highly dependent on European Cohesion Funds
on a level basis (thus a sample selection artifact). It is also difficult to disentangle
what the counterfactual decline in output growth and employment would have been
absent these expenditures, so the absence of a significant effect under this specifi-
cation should not be taken as conclusive evidence of the lack of a positive stimulus
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effect. Furhermore, as mentioned earlier in the paper, the sharp contraction of finan-
cial intermediation services during the sovereign-debt crisis in Southern Europe and
Ireland could have also hampered an important transmission channel of the multi-
plier. Table 11 uses the same definition of the shock variable on the right-hand side
as the baseline specification (year-on-year changes), but replaces year-on-year actual
GDP growth on the left-hand side with the output gap, defined as Yt+h−YPotential

YPotential
,

where YPotential is the trend predicted outcome at time t. The baseline results are
fully maintained using this outcome definition. Lastly, Table 12 presents the core
estimates using Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in the second-stage of the panel IV,
which are less conservative than the region-clustered standard errors.

Narrowing down the aggregate effects to specific GDP components, the core driver
of the large contemporaneous fiscal multilpier from an income approach seems to be
changes in aggregate compensation to employees (entitled “wages” in the Table 8).
Since data on hourly wages by region is not available, I include employment changes
per population as an additional outcome variable. There does not seem to be a
similar response by employment, suggesting most of the increase in compensation
of employees is absorbed by increases in wages to existing workers, rather than new
job creation. These results are consistent with a New-Keynesian model with both
frictional unemployment and downward real wage rigidities, where a positive demand
shock leads to countercyclical price markups.

Ideally, I would like to have a decomposition of GDP into all of its parts - in
particular including consumption. Unfortunately, consumption cannot be included
as an explicit component since the expenditure approach to GDP accounting is not
used in the EU at the regional level (due to lack of collection of regional net export
data). However, as an alternative I use disposable household income18.

Note that the impact on compensation of employees substantially surpasses that
on overall GDP, especially in longer horizons, suggesting an offsetting negative effect
on some other GDP component. Since no other of the components included in Table

18Assuming a constant MPC across the business cycle, consumption and disposable income series
should track each other closely.
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8 quantitatively or qualitatively reveals such a negative effect, it is likely that a
deterioration of regional current account positions (possibly following an increase in
relative labor costs) could reconcile these results.

5 Cross-regional spillover effects

From a theoretical perspective, the existence of spillover effects of one region’s
spending on another’s outcomes could lead to an underestimation of the true aggre-
gate federal effect of regional government expenditures, if that spillover were positive.
This scenario could be supported by an increase in import demand from the region
receiving the positive expenditure shock (an aggregate demand story - Serrato and
Wingender (forthcoming)) or by technological/knowledge/human capital transfers
to interconnected regions in cases where government expenditures spur productivity
improvements. The latter transmission channel is likely to be more relevant over
non-contemporaneous horizons, as productivity-driven dynamics typically respond
to public investment shocks with longer lags due to learning, research and time-to-
build delays (Alston et al. (2010)). Alternatively, negative spillovers could theoreti-
cally arise due to labor market competition among regions, for example, leading to an
overestimation of the aggregate closed economy multiplier from the baseline domestic
multiplier figures in Table 2. From a policy perspective, determining the existence
of spillover effects fits within the discussion of transnational fiscal stimuli in light of
the recent sovereign-debt crisis in Europe. In particular, in the presence of positive
spillover effects and asymmetric business cycle conditions in different regions, a re-
gion with room for fiscal expansion and an acommodative monetary policy stance
could choose to do so in order to stimulate import demand from a debt-constrained
region undergoing a demand-driven recession - for example, Germany expanding its
fiscal stance in order to boost Greece’s current account position post-2010 (Elekdag
and Muir (2014); Blanchard et al. (2015)).

The European Union does not have inter-regional bilateral trade surveys simi-
lar to the ones the US and Canada have conducted in recent decades. The closest
existing matrix of bilateral trade between NUTS 2 regions in Europe is by Thissen
et al. (2013), who constructed a social accounting matrix with the most likely trade
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flows between European regions consistent with national accounts. Using the ratio of
import flows between regions as weights for spillover shocks (akin the methodology
proposed by Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2013)), I get the results in Table 9. In
particular, I have created a bilateral trade weighted fiscal shock variable to estimate
the impact of cross-regional spillovers. I first predict the instrumented own-region
shock for every region and year (expenditure change instrumented by commitment
change). Then for each region j, I compute a weighted average of fiscal shocks of
other regions k (excluding own-shock), weighted by the share of total imports by
region k coming from j (so that the sum of weights is always < 1). The second stage
uses this trade-weighted shock variable as the key regressor, and standard errors are
bootstrapped with resampling within region clusters to account for the measurement
error induced by the estimated regressor in the first stage. The results are positive
and significant up to the third horizon after a shock. Notice they are contemporane-
ously larger than own-shock multipliers, but in contrast to the latter, these results
suggest spillover effects fizzle out over time, rather than accumulate. This is consis-
tent with the existence of positive demand spillovers, and can be reconciled with the
positive own-shock multipliers I find in this paper.

6 Conclusion

Using novel data on regional structural funds transfers from the European Com-
mission, this paper provided empirical estimates of an open economy relative fiscal
multiplier for the European Union. I proposed a solution to a key endogeneity con-
cern pervasive across studies looking at the efficacy of these transfers as a form
of fiscal stimulus, involving the use of internal annual commitments/targets by the
federal authority as instruments for the actual expenditures (endogenous to local
macroeconomic conditions, but also our shock variable of interest). I found a very
large multiplier in the order of 1.7 contemporaneously and 4 cummulatively over a
three-year period, suggesting there may be room for welfare improving redistribu-
tive fiscal transfers across European regions. In addition, I used a novel dataset on
constructed bilateral trade flows between European Union regions to estimate the
magnitude of what I found to be equally large (though dynamically different from
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domestic multiplier) spillover effects across regions.
However, this paper refrained from speaking to what are likely to be increas-

ingly important differences in effectiveness of heterogeneous types of transfers - either
across industrial sector composition, beneficiary characteristics, project objectives, or
the institutional environment of the recipient region. More EU-wide micro-oriented
analyses of the impact of federal public investments on specific beneficiary compa-
nies’ employment and profitability performance relative to that of comparable non-
beneficiaries (along a similar path to that blazed by Greenstone et al. (2010) and
Florio and Moretti (2014) should provide micro-founded evidence capable of recon-
ciling some of the core aggregate findings presented here. Likewise, expansion of the
present analysis to longer time periods for which detailed financing records exist may
facilitate future research into the state-dependence of the core fiscal multipliers and
spillover effects described.
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A Tables

Table 1: Summary Statistics All regions (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011

Country

Total
NUTS2
Region
Count

Obj. 1 Obj. 2
Expenditure
to GDP (%)

Committed
Funds to
GDP (%)

GDP
Growth (%)

Unemployment
Rate (%)

AT 9 1 8 0.08 0.11 1.01 4.24
BE 9 1 8 0.04 0.07 1.08 7.82
CY 1 0 1 0.24 0.22 1.82 6.10
CZ 8 7 1 0.53 1.84 4.24 7.25
DE 38 8 30 0.12 0.19 0.61 7.99
DK 1 0 1 0.02 0.03 0.82 5.35
EE 1 1 0 0.93 1.20 6.03 10.31
ES 18 11 7 0.65 1.24 1.46 14.10
FI 5 2 3 0.08 0.13 1.40 8.41
FR 26 6 20 0.16 0.29 0.83 11.37
GR 13 13 0 1.17 2.02 0.81 12.53
HU 7 7 0 1.51 2.83 0.66 8.42
IE 2 2 0 0.19 0.30 3.00 7.92
IT 20 7 13 0.22 0.40 -0.35 9.19
LT 1 1 0 1.03 1.35 9.00 11.93
LV 1 1 0 0.94 1.36 7.18 12.29
MT 1 1 0 0.42 0.93 1.68 6.72
NL 10 1 9 0.03 0.05 1.48 4.02
PL 16 16 0 0.78 1.38 2.51 13.91
PT 7 7 0 1.46 2.92 1.59 8.89
SE 6 3 3 0.07 0.10 1.93 7.12
SI 1 1 0 0.34 0.59 0.08 6.68
SK 4 3 1 0.58 1.12 4.62 14.19
UK 33 5 28 0.07 0.12 1.43 5.85
Total 238 105 133 0.36 0.68 1.32 8.98
Number of regions with no missing data.
Obj.1/2 categorization as of 2006.
The last four columns represent annual averages for each country during the 2000-2011 period.
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Table 2: Panel IV - Objective 1 only (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011

Anticipation Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP 0.454 2.962*** 3.137*** 4.647*** 5.101*** 4.670** 5.720*** 6.776* 7.938***
(0.906) (0.670) (0.581) (1.574) (1.590) (2.273) (1.916) (3.531) (2.643)

L.GDP growth -0.022 0.023 0.024 -0.110* -0.305*** -0.066 -0.176 -0.140 -0.168
(0.047) (0.043) (0.062) (0.059) (0.086) (0.086) (0.231) (0.121) (0.200)

Education -0.000 0.007 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.005 -0.004 0.001 -0.012
(0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011) (0.012) (0.015) (0.014)

Industry share -0.020 0.023* 0.051*** 0.018 0.069** -0.008 0.001 -0.013 0.020
(0.016) (0.012) (0.018) (0.025) (0.031) (0.040) (0.050) (0.055) (0.058)

Public share -0.012 -0.031*** -0.033** -0.050*** -0.048* -0.041* -0.001 -0.025 0.063**
(0.010) (0.008) (0.014) (0.016) (0.026) (0.023) (0.033) (0.031) (0.030)

N 802 817 419 749 351 681 283 621 223
Clusters 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
The "anticipation" column presents estimates of the baseline multiplier for Objective 1 regions in the year preceding the shock, by setting the dependent
variable as Yi,t−1−Yi,t−2

Yi,t−2
.

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Table 3: Panel IV - Objective 1 vs 2 (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP 2.962*** 5.141 4.647*** -3.317 4.670** -2.776 6.776* 8.619
(0.670) (4.378) (1.574) (8.252) (2.273) (11.926) (3.531) (22.013)

L.GDP growth 0.023 0.115*** -0.110* -0.048 -0.066 -0.015 -0.140 -0.014
(0.043) (0.041) (0.059) (0.068) (0.086) (0.077) (0.121) (0.119)

Education 0.007 -0.003 0.009 -0.001 0.005 0.011 0.001 0.034*
(0.005) (0.006) (0.008) (0.012) (0.011) (0.016) (0.015) (0.017)

Industry share 0.023* 0.023*** 0.018 0.041** -0.008 0.056** -0.013 0.084**
(0.012) (0.008) (0.025) (0.018) (0.040) (0.027) (0.055) (0.035)

Public share -0.031*** 0.007 -0.050***0.022 -0.041* 0.039 -0.025 0.034
(0.008) (0.008) (0.016) (0.021) (0.023) (0.033) (0.031) (0.038)

N 817 1305 749 1174 681 1049 621 923
Clusters 91 135 91 135 91 135 91 135
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table 4: Panel IV - Objective 1 regions: All vs EU-12 (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All EU-12 only All EU-12 only All EU-12 only All EU-12 only

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP 2.962*** 2.073*** 4.647*** 3.462*** 4.670** 4.486** 6.776* 6.636*
(0.670) (0.709) (1.574) (1.331) (2.273) (2.003) (3.531) (3.487)

L.GDP growth 0.023 0.098 -0.110* 0.090 -0.066 0.150 -0.140 0.285***
(0.043) (0.063) (0.059) (0.091) (0.086) (0.110) (0.121) (0.107)

Education 0.007 -0.002 0.009 -0.004 0.005 -0.010 0.001 -0.017
(0.005) (0.003) (0.008) (0.007) (0.011) (0.013) (0.015) (0.018)

Industry share 0.023* 0.016 0.018 0.020 -0.008 0.014 -0.013 0.024
(0.012) (0.012) (0.025) (0.026) (0.040) (0.040) (0.055) (0.057)

Public share -0.031*** -0.016*** -0.050*** -0.030** -0.041* -0.019 -0.025 -0.002
(0.008) (0.005) (0.016) (0.012) (0.023) (0.020) (0.031) (0.029)

N 817 585 749 542 681 499 621 455
Clusters 91 60 91 60 91 60 91 60
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Table 5: Panel IV - Objective 1 only (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
Unemployment

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP -0.167 -0.390 -0.717 -1.255 -1.236 -2.193* -1.454 -3.481*
(0.437) (0.405) (0.849) (0.858) (1.234) (1.180) (1.920) (1.954)

L.Unemployment rate change 0.057 0.200*** 0.093 0.128 -0.008 -0.115 -0.203 -0.350
(0.046) (0.054) (0.069) (0.087) (0.098) (0.143) (0.126) (0.219)

Education -0.001 0.001 -0.002 0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.001 -0.000
(0.002) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003) (0.006) (0.004) (0.008) (0.006)

Industry share 0.005 -0.002 0.012 -0.000 0.029* 0.004 0.037 0.007
(0.007) (0.006) (0.013) (0.011) (0.017) (0.017) (0.023) (0.023)

Public share 0.017* 0.001 0.041** 0.020* 0.054** 0.029 0.067** 0.035
(0.009) (0.006) (0.017) (0.011) (0.022) (0.019) (0.029) (0.027)

N 861 517 861 517 862 517 779 433
Clusters 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table 6: Panel IV - Objective 1 vs 2 (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
Unemployment

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2 Obj. 1 Obj. 2

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP -0.167 -4.893** -0.717 -5.222 -1.236 -0.858 -1.454 5.131
(0.437) (1.932) (0.849) (3.754) (1.234) (4.919) (1.920) (5.448)

L.Unemployment rate change 0.057 0.042 0.093 0.129** -0.008 0.165** -0.203 0.071
(0.046) (0.037) (0.069) (0.055) (0.098) (0.070) (0.126) (0.080)

Education -0.001 0.000 -0.002 -0.001 -0.000 -0.004 0.001 -0.005
(0.002) (0.001) (0.004) (0.002) (0.006) (0.003) (0.008) (0.004)

Industry share 0.005 -0.002 0.012 -0.005 0.029* -0.006 0.037 -0.007
(0.007) (0.003) (0.013) (0.006) (0.017) (0.009) (0.023) (0.011)

Public share 0.017* -0.003 0.041** -0.006 0.054** -0.011* 0.067** -0.016*
(0.009) (0.002) (0.017) (0.005) (0.022) (0.007) (0.029) (0.009)

N 861 1538 861 1539 862 1539 779 1378
Clusters 103 166 103 166 103 166 103 166
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Table 7: Panel IV - Objective 1 regions: All vs EU-12 (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
Unemployment

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All EU-12 only All EU-12 only All EU-12 only All EU-12 only

Annual shock to expenditures to GDP -0.167 0.144 -0.717 0.237 -1.236 0.243 -1.454 -0.427
(0.437) (0.681) (0.849) (1.052) (1.234) (1.259) (1.920) (1.534)

L.Unemployment rate change 0.057 0.026 0.093 0.162* -0.008 0.136 -0.203 0.014
(0.046) (0.062) (0.069) (0.086) (0.098) (0.114) (0.126) (0.130)

Education -0.001 -0.007* -0.002 -0.014* -0.000 -0.016 0.001 -0.016
(0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.008) (0.006) (0.013) (0.008) (0.017)

Industry share 0.005 -0.004 0.012 0.004 0.029* 0.042 0.037 0.046
(0.007) (0.010) (0.013) (0.015) (0.017) (0.027) (0.023) (0.035)

Public share 0.017* 0.036*** 0.041** 0.074*** 0.054** 0.085** 0.067** 0.106**
(0.009) (0.011) (0.017) (0.018) (0.022) (0.033) (0.029) (0.044)

N 861 498 861 498 862 499 779 456
Clusters 103 56 103 56 103 56 103 56
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table 9: Panel IV - All regions (NUTS 2 level, all objectives), 2000-2011
Import-weighted fiscal spillovers

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
Import-weighted fiscal shock 3.949*** 3.103*** 5.841*** 1.914*

(1.058) (0.719) (1.640) (0.983)

L.GDP growth 0.071*** -0.083*** 0.091*** -0.035*
(0.014) (0.020) (0.025) (0.019)

Education -0.003 0.005 -0.001 0.001
(0.005) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

Industry share -0.002 -0.010 0.007 0.007
(0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.008)

Public share 0.012 0.001 0.007 0.006
(0.013) (0.010) (0.008) (0.008)

N 2613 2377 2149 1956
Clusters 237 237 237 237
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Weighted fiscal shock measure excludes own-region shock.
Standard errors are bootstrapped with resampling within NUTS 2 level clusters.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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A.1 Robustness checks

Table 10: Panel IV - Objective 1 only (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
RHS: Spending levels

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006

Annual expenditures to GDP 4.586*** 2.593 6.399*** 9.616 5.646** 10.092*** -8.695 -13.460
(1.308) (2.130) (2.354) (6.671) (2.878) (3.683) (18.187) (12.311)

L.GDP growth 0.099* 0.044 -0.107 -0.217** -0.031 0.192 -0.426 -0.769
(0.055) (0.059) (0.082) (0.094) (0.131) (0.293) (0.509) (0.468)

Education 0.006 0.010 0.000 0.001 -0.010 -0.017 -0.011 0.015
(0.006) (0.007) (0.012) (0.014) (0.016) (0.017) (0.026) (0.032)

Industry share 0.016 0.061*** -0.025 0.023 -0.045 -0.068 -0.075 0.203
(0.015) (0.023) (0.038) (0.066) (0.055) (0.068) (0.071) (0.170)

Public share -0.032** -0.041* -0.034 -0.016 -0.022 0.055 -0.067 -0.084
(0.015) (0.023) (0.026) (0.048) (0.033) (0.053) (0.072) (0.142)

N 787 419 719 351 651 283 591 223
Clusters 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
3 lags of spending levels are also included on the right hand-side
to control for autocorrelation.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table 11: Panel IV - Objective 1 only (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
LHS: Percentage output gap

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006 All Post-2006

Annual expenditures to potential GDP 2.059*** 2.398*** 2.968** 2.732*** 3.731** 3.134** 5.377* 5.065**
(0.712) (0.597) (1.319) (1.028) (1.701) (1.259) (2.844) (2.005)

L.Percentage Output Gap 0.811*** 0.821*** 0.429*** 0.331*** 0.079 0.028 -0.323*** -0.002
(0.033) (0.049) (0.054) (0.067) (0.077) (0.081) (0.102) (0.096)

Education 0.005 0.005 0.007* 0.003 0.007 -0.000 0.011 -0.002
(0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.009) (0.008)

Industry share 0.034*** 0.068*** 0.013 0.066*** -0.025 -0.002 -0.065 -0.002
(0.009) (0.017) (0.022) (0.024) (0.038) (0.032) (0.054) (0.039)

Public share -0.028*** -0.032** -0.036*** -0.039* -0.029 -0.014 -0.015 0.029
(0.006) (0.014) (0.011) (0.021) (0.018) (0.025) (0.025) (0.019)

N 832 419 764 351 696 283 636 223
Clusters 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table 12: Panel IV - Objective 1 only (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011
Driscoll-Kraay robust standard errors

Contemporaneous 1st Lead 2nd Lead 3rd Lead
Annual expenditures to GDP 2.962*** 3.752** 3.408** 3.221***

(0.535) (1.441) (1.312) (1.067)

L.GDP Growth 0.023 -0.127*** -0.130** -0.224
(0.067) (0.039) (0.065) (0.191)

Education 0.007*** 0.007* 0.005 0.001
(0.001) (0.004) (0.008) (0.009)

Industry share 0.023 0.017 -0.007 -0.019
(0.023) (0.033) (0.033) (0.034)

Public share -0.031** -0.044* -0.041** -0.029
(0.014) (0.022) (0.019) (0.021)

N 817 749 681 621
Standard errors in parentheses
Includes year and country fixed effects.
S.e.s robust to heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and cross-sectional (spatial) dependence.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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B Figures

Figure 1: Annual commitments as a share of GDP by NUTS 2 (representative
years, Objectives 1+2)
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Figure 2: Key explanatory variable and instrumental variable for a representative
year
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Figure 3: GDP Growth vs Trade-weighted Expenditure Spillover Shock: 2001-2011
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C Fuzzy regression discontinuity

Several papers have exploited the discrete jump in probability of receiving Ob-
jective 1 transfers in a regression discontinuity design (Kallstrom (2014); Pellegrini
et al. (2013)), though the most cited reference in this line of literature (and also the
first one to really explore this design) remains Becker et al. (2010). As summarized
earlier, the authors use a binary treatment variable (whether or not a NUTS 2 re-
gion was eligible for Objective 1 transfers) to estimate the local average treatment
effect of structural funds on average GDP growth and employment within a pro-
gramming period. The analysis below aims at mirroring the strategy used by Becker
et al. (2010), but addressing a couple of its limitations which the data used in the
panel instrumental variables exercise above enables me to do. In particular, instead
of binary treatment, I use a continuous treatment variable (actual expenditures re-
ceived), that is furthermore instrumented as in the panel IV above by corresponding
commitments; the same rationale for instrumenting applies as before (endogeneity
in expenditures with respect to aggregate demand conditions and measurement er-
ror). In addition, although the nature of the quasi-experimental design does arise
from a discontinuity in eligibility for Objective 1 funds, I use the total amount of
funds transferred to regions (including Objective 2 funds) as my treatment variable;
the reason behind this choice is that using merely Objective 1 transfers implicitly
attributes 0 valued transfers to most regions on the right-side of the discontinuity
threshold, thus exacerbating the true treatment discontinuity19 and underestimating
any existing treatment effect. As in robustness Table 10, I find some evidence of
weaker treatment effects in the 2007-13 period, due likely to the particular choice of
fiscal shock identification in levels - a necessary evil of the regression discontinuity
criterion.

19Objective 2 regions also do receive some transfers. Although not as sizable as median Objective
1 transfers, the former are still “treated” observations, even while being a valid control group for
Objective 1 regions. That continuity in treatment beyond the Objective 1 threshold is a feature
often neglected by previous literature using the methodology in this section.
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Figure 4: Intended treatment given reference-period GDP per capita (forcing
variable)

Figure 5: Realized treatment given reference-period GDP per capita (forcing
variable)

Although I have data on annual commitments and expenditures by NUTS 2
region20, the treatment assignment variable (running variable in the regression dis-
continuity created by the threshold of eligibility for Obj.1 funds, i.e. reference period
GDP per capita) is unique per programming period. Thus, in what follows I esti-
mate the local average treatment effect of Obj.1 fund eligibility separately for each
programming period (the samples can of course also be pooled, treating each region
as a separate region-programming period unit).

From the graphs below, it is apparent that we are dealing with a fuzzy disconti-
nuity, since there are a few Obj.1 regions above the eligibility threshold. However,
most regions receiving positive funds above that threshold are Obj.2 regions. Thus,
a simple binary treatment regression discontinuity local average treatment effect es-
timation would vastly underestimate any actual effects, by imputing zero treatment
on Obj.2 regions which actually get some federal funding (albeit significantly smaller
than the Obj.1 sample on average). In addition, it is worthwhile noting that several
Obj.1 regions are allocated funds at per capita levels comparable to Obj.2 regions -
in other words, Obj.1 treatment is highly heterogeneous, and comparisons should be
made between those with high levels of transfers and regular Obj.2 regions, condi-
tional on similar reference period GDP per capita, rather than all regions within a
given band of the threshold.

For the “normal” 2000-06 programming period, we can see the graphical evidence
in Figure 8 in support of a regression discontinuity design below: commitments

20There is also data on expenditures at the NUTS3 level for the 2000-06 period, but instruments
exist at the NUTS 2 level only (by design). See Becker et al. (2012), who use this shorter period
but more disaggregated dataset in a generalized propensity score setup.
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Figure 6: Funds committed (Euros per capita) by treatment eligibility: 2000-06
programming period

(per capita and as a share of initial GDP) show a discontinuity and change in slope
(interaction effect) at the eligibility threshold with respect to the assignment variable
(reference-period GDP per capita). However, when looking at the outcome variable
(average real GDP growth), it is difficult to see such a discontinuity - if anything ,
my evidence goes in the opposite direction from that found by Becker et al. (2010),
in that growth outcomes are slightly lower immediately before the threshold relative
to those immediately after. This is apparent using linear fits or 5th order asymmetric
polynomials on both sides of the threshold. Note in this graphical evidence we are
using commitments, rather than expenditures as treatment, since the latter can be
driven by local demand conditions (this was in fact the core motivation underlying
our earlier broad sample IV estimation). Graphically, however, expenditures and
commitments behave alike with respect to the assignment variable.

Since I have a continuous treatment variable with noncompliers to the treatment
assignment rule (fuzzy design), the RD naturally has to be estimated in two stages.
In addition to using a binary indicator of whether a region is above or below the
threshold (the typical exclusive instrument for treatment in this setup), I add the
respective commitments series as an additional instrument. In particular, the second
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Figure 7: Funds committed (for entire programming period) as a share of initial
annual GDP: 2000-06 programming period

Figure 8: Average annual GDP per capita growth by treatment eligibility: 2000-06
programming period, EU-12 only
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Figure 9: High-order polynomial approximation to the conditional expectation of
average GDP per capita growth given the forcing variable
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stage specification is

Yi,t − Yi,t−1

Yi,t−1

= γt + αj + φGit + g (Fit) + ξit

where in the first stage I estimate

Git = θt + νj + δ1 [Fit > 0] + βCit + f (Fit) + εit

g (Fit) and f (Fit), functions of the forcing variable Fit, are approximated by
asymmetric polynomials on each side of the threshold, including interaction terms. In
what follows, I treat the data as a pooled cross-section for each programming period,
although year and country fixed effects are used, just as for the panel estimates
above21. I estimate the treatment assignment function in the first stage via 3rd/5th
degree asymmetric polynomial approximation of the total funds spent in a given
programming period around the threshold22. The outcome variable then on the
second stage is the annual GDP per capita growth rate over the respective years.

While I find a large LATE consistent with the IV results above for the 2000-06
period (consistent with the findings of Becker et al. (2010)), the same is not true of the
2007-13 period. Looking at the yearly cross-section of GDP vs forcing (or assignment)
variable, we see that the 2000-06 negative correlation pattern persists through 2007,
starts shifting towards no correlation during 2008-09 as most regions in the Eurozone
head towards negative growth territory, and is inverted in 2010 and 2011, as regions in
Greece, Portugal and Spain remain at negative growth rates (trapped at the epicenter
of the then emerging sovereign debt crisis), while other countries start to recover from
the 2008 recession. In other words, there were asymmetric macroeconomic shocks at
the country level affecting these regions over time which blur the normally observed

21The results are robust to their exclusion.
22Restricting the analysis as in Imbens and Lemieux (2008) to a narrow band around the threshold

(rather than using the entire sample) would eliminate the results presented here, partially due to
smaller sample size, but also due to the similarity in outcomes around the threshold evidenced in
the graphs above.
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Table 13: Regression Discontinuity IV (NUTS 2 level), 2000-2011

Annual, 2000-06 Annual, 2007-13
3rd order 5th order 3rd order

Annual Expenditure per GDP, 2000-06 2.655** 2.750**
(1.117) (1.139)

Annual Expenditure per GDP, 2007-13 0.350*
(0.190)

N 1610 1610 1220
Standard errors in parentheses
Annual specifications include year and country fixed effects.
Clustered s.e.s at NUTS 2 level.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

positive correlation between the forcing variable and GDP growth23. Furthermore,
some of the reasons related to the particular interference of the recent financial
and sovereign debt crisis with the allocation mechanisms of these transfers may
also contribute to explain the unusual results. This contrasts with the stronger-in-
recession measured multipliers in the panel IV estimation core section of this paper
using year-on-year changes in expenditures as the fiscal shock of interest, in line with
the cross-country findings of Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012).

It is worthwhile noting that, in contrast to the earlier panel IV, the coefficient
estimates on Table 13 cannot be directly interpreted as fiscal multipliers. Rather,
they reflect an average response over the medium-run (the length of a programming
period, 6-7 years) to ongoing treatment levels. Recall the independent variable of
interest in the RD is the level of transfers (as a ratio to population or GDP), rather
than a change in levels, or a shock per se whose propagation can be estimated in
subsequent years.

23Becker, Egger and von Ehrlich find that correlation for the 1989-1993, 1994-1999 and 2000-06
programming periods, although looking at the fine print, the 1994-99 effect on average GDP growth
they measure using RDD is only significant at the 15% level, and in all cases the coefficient is around
1% (so that treated regions grow on average 1% a year more than non-treated ones).
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